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Kids complete page after page of vacation theme stories by supplying the parts of speech indicated,

then read the entirely silly story back and roar with laughter! Even if you're not on vacation, you'll

love filling in the blanks and creating your own stories about "Cave Exploring" and "Driving in the

Car," among many others. Whether you're home by yourself, or spending the night at a friend's

house, try playing Vacation Fun Mad Libs&#174 for kicks.
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MAD LIBS are awesome! Had them decades ago when we were kids and it's great to get some for

my 8 year old daughter now. We've been having a blast doing them and keep buying more. If you're

considering them, go for it. You can even use the pages more than once if you kinda write small and

leave room. They're educational and inspiring. My daughter and I love to do them with Daddy and

she even sometimes likes to make her own. Great for learning and inspiring creativity. Totally worth

it!

Mad Libs...fun when we were kids and our kids (6 and 8) love them even in a digital world. I keep

one in the car and my son loves filling them out with me during a car ride...ideal for 10-15 minutes

trips. I like that it helps him learn criteria for verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc., forces him to try and spell



words he might not know, and then gets to read back the finished story. He loves the off-the wall

stories we come up with.

This was my kids first interaction with mad libs. They absolutely loved them. This kept them busy

while in the car during our vacation travels. They couldn't wait to get some new ones once these

were finished.

Mad Libs are a thing from my past that I am introducing to my kids. It's fun for all ages - yes, even

the grown-ups have fun with them - and I love anything that can produce a genuine, belly laugh from

my kids. No wires, cords, plugs, or TV's needed. Great in the car on long trips! Good old fashioned

fun for a low price. Will get more as we use this one up. Oh, and that won't be very soon because

they've created a way for you to do each one more than once. Priceless!

We LOVE Mad Libs! I loved them as a child. When I asked my daughter about them, she didn't

know what they were. So I bought her this one and one other. She has had so much fun with Mad

Libs with her grandparents and friends.

I've always liked Mad-libs and this is another okay version of their works. Fun for in the car and on

the go -- or on a rainy day in the hotel room! They are just nice to have on hand for any lagging

moments.

Loved mad libs as a kid, now I share with mine. Great for waiting in restaurants or stuck inside on

rainy days. Keeps my kids occupied and not fighting. Also reminds my young learner what a noun,

adjective, etc is over the summer.

Providing a list of words to insert in the various places is helpful for under-4 yr olds, but after that it

actually makes the kids sometimes insert a boringly correct word rather than a really "mad" one.
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